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Abstract 

Atmosphere clean and resource conservation would take to play an importantly and newly innovative role so that the strategic diagram 

need to be given in the future at all. The collaborative operation would be pursuing in light of varying functional entities for completing 

a series reformative institution and constitution in the high end products research and manufacture, as an important conclusion of whose 

strategic plan for satisfying those suggestions is needed to construct continuously. New talents are going to be welcomed for joining 

the national enterprise to push the high educational people innovation and creation furthers in manufacturers. A investor has pursued 

the transaction and her profit has been attaining about 6,370 yuan with owning 5,700 shares for 14 yuan buying price at the total cost 

and profit quadratic intersection point according to the modelling computations, which is reported in WeChat of Internet, April 15th, 

2024. Beyond that point with 3,000 shares the more profit would be arrived whilst the risk becomes higher. 
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Introduction 

Because the stock exchange has been occupying more and more 

people interest, there is more stocks company to attract individual 

share in the society. In current situation the stock market would be 

prevalent with enhancing more and more people for joining the 

stock market to exchange. The important effective factor may be 

heavier and heavier. For the sake of satisfying this demand the 

principle would be supposed through scientific data from 

simulating method with quadratic function of mathematical 

numerous calculation which is established according to the 

microeconomics knowledge through proposing stock shares̖ labour 

and capital distribution. As for developing high quality 

sustainability economy is going to divide into three segments etc. 

through regulated each aspect of profiting allocation and especially 

in clean atmosphere aspect. In light of distributed those allocations 

the scientific one will be formed for improving parameters 

precision whilst the other two has included in increasing efficiency 

and declining cost. So only in those methods can the scientific 

modelling could be being attained for sustaining stocks 

development. The more high educational talents could have been 

demanded in future especially in institution of university, thereof 

the expertise training should be needed in scientific and technical 

institution of university & research and development division in a 

firm where the highest talents will be anticipated and participated 

in near future. The economic rule would be expressed for 

evaluating beneficial on high price. So the principle of dealing with 

the stock becomes key technological know-how if the right stock 

could be chosen in light of the risk for stock business. On the other 

side, the corrective parameters could be used for analyzing every 

emphasis manufacturer price is precision well. To create 

technological relations and achievement transformation may 

improve green low carbon, energy enterprise and digital technique 

melting development. Maintaining key competition capacity may 

be enhanced in resource industrial part. In current situation, many 

sustainability economies mutually affect and correlate with new 
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roles sustainability economy, stock and green financial new 

developments on various departments. They will wield accordingly 

other disciplines for creating new functional ones to teach and learn 

& search for further research in future. The created one would be 

utilized for new direction to be searched in university firstly, and 

then, their application course and results can be used in 

manufacturer after evaluating its cost calculation in details and 

functional improvement points [1-8]. 

Discussions 

Principle for stocks exchange & green finance 

 
Figure 1: Scheme between profits and shares in light of the profit line and 

total cost curve. 

As shown in Figure 1 it may be shown the maximum profit has 

been attaining about 20, 000 yuan with owning 4,000 shares for 22 

yuan buying price at the c point according to the modelling 

computations. Beyond that point with 4,000 shares the more profit 

would be arrived whilst the risk becomes higher, which was 

observed. The capital input will be an important factor for 

enhancing the stock price. The c, c′ & c′′ represents the intersection 

whose mean has been presenting that the profit may equal to the 

total cost while A, B & C presents those three points respectively 

in shares, its value will surpass the maximum cost & exceed the 

zero cost respectively. Thereby, the quantity more than c′ will be 

profiting more money whilst c′′ will be earning most money 

according to the modelling calculation of high stock prices with 

quadratic and linear equations as mentioned above. This paper 

would not ensure that the earning money must happen in light of 

the mentioned advice value since the risk should be prudential 

under much consideration. North Capital has indicated overseas 

institution investors primarily who own much capital and expertise 

research capability & collecting information teams. Since North 

Capital has been prior to domestic one step the smart capital may 

be named as A stock indicator. [3]A investor has pursued 

transaction and attained 6,370 yuan of profit with 5,700 shares 

under 14 yuan price for [XinYa electronic] according to report on 

WeChat of Internet, April 15th, 2024. That would be corresponding 

to the theoretical prediction well with 22 yuan price where 4,000 

shares shall be intersection value and the maximum profit should 

reach 20,000 yuan, thereby the elastic space will still exist in. If the 

various price is going to be considered that will be 8 yuan, thereby 

the 12,000 yuan will be afforded to be maximum profit where the 

about 6,000 yuan may be profited further if increasing share 

number or awaiting for the higher price. Therein the former one 

will realize super short term which is a good status for changing 

turnover whilst the latter one would keep up for sometime that is 

stable one. In short, to achieve high-quality development of green 

finance requires the joint efforts of the government, financial 

institutions and all sectors of society. Only through various 

measures such as policy guidance, system construction, 

transformation and innovation, education and publicity, and 

international cooperation and exchange, can we promote the 

healthy development of green finance and achieve a win-win 

situation for economy, society and environment. As known the 

green financial development has been important factor in economic 

society whose effectiveness is able to boost economy forward and 

advanced on the world. Therein, the emphasis support and sponsor 

will enable it to acquire enough stimulation for promoting financial 

reformative development that includes like investing green 

strategic plan etc.. 

High expertise education of recruiting talents 

On April 11th, 2024 the international advanced educational 

constitution QS has distributed 14th version QS world university 

subject alignment. This alignment is pursuing single comparison 

and analysis for more than 164,000 universities subjects which 

came from 1,500 universities including 55 subjects. If speciality 

alignment enters the front 200 it has been granted the feasible. On 

the whole, Chinese land totally has 101 universities and 882 

specialities have been entering whose amount is going to become 

inferior to America and Britain. In view of speciality the Chinese 

land education constitutions have an advantage at technology and 

the chemical, bioscience and material science has been regarded as 

the first three ones in the recognition of world in light of Tencent 

News, April 12th, 2024. In 2018 the American international 

university mathematical contest in modeling(MCM) and 

interdisciplinarity in modeling contest(ICM) had been completed 

as shown in Table 1. Shanghai Jiaotong university acquired two 

outstanding winner(O award) and two finalist(F award) besides 

acquired informs special award continuing to achieve in 2017. 

Additionally they also captured 39 meritorious winner(M award) 

and 61 honorable mention(H award). American university 

mathematical contest has been established from 1985 and started 

interdisciplinarity in modeling contest which has been the most 

effective international modeling contest. The contest has been 

requiring three graduates to combine a team for completing 

modeling establishment̖ analysis̖ solution̖ verification̖ writing 

paper within 100 hours. [1] This year contest set up 6 subjects and 

global teams would attain 20,602 teams from 23 countries where 

33 teams acquired O award with 0.16%; 45 teams acquired F award 

with 0.22%; M and H award is occupying 9.765 and 36.15% 

accordingly. Shanghai Jiaotong university captured the most 

summit awards at this contest in 2018 who contributed to a heavy 

present for 122 anniversary of school. From 2017 Xiaofeng Gao 
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group teacher has been pursuing to face university mathematical 

modeling major training for the first time including mainly 

following aspects. Before contest the concentrated three months 

would be pursuing online and offline training through teaching 

style which includes modeling major lecture, real subject analysis, 

writing instruction, top award experience etc.. Meanwhile 

establishing WeChat group and QQ group for conveniently 

participated student to be free communication, sharing training 

material, individual training by teachers, proceeding contest 

simulation test. This year American contest acquires O award or F 

award rate with 3.6%, acquires M award rate with 28.1%, acquires 

H award with 43.2%, which exceeds far the global average award 

rate that will be proposed remarkably. 

Table 1: MCM/ICM contest awards status.

  Awards 

Item 
O F M H S Total 

MCM 

(A,B, C) 

16 23 1,074 3,574 5,983 10,670 

0.15 0.22 10 33 56 % 

ICM (D, 

E, F) 

17 22 936 3,874 5,083 9,932 

0.17 0.22 9.4 39 51 % 

Total 
33 45 2,010 7,448 11,066 20,602 

0.16 0.22 9.7 36 54 % 

Development for high end product like quantum 

computer etc 

Tsinghua university electronic engineering department Lu Fang 

associate professor project group and automatic control department 

Haiqiong Dai academician group has given up traditional 

electronic deep calculating and opened new way for initiating 

distributive wide intelligence light calculation construction, finally 

searched to succeed world first big scale interfered & diffracted 

integration Taichi, realized 160 TOPS/W general intelligence 

calculation. [2] That achievement has been published in the latest 

《Science》named as 《big scale light Taichi enables 160 

TOPS/W general artificial intelligence》 on Tencent News, April 

12th, 2024. In short, in light of news report the Naixiang Zhou who 

is a vice secretary & provincial governor of Shandong Province 

would have emphasized that grasping firmly high quality 

development primary task and promoted new quality productivity 

and depended technological innovation for pushing new industry̖ 

new model̖ new potential̖ enhancing traditional industries upgraded 

with control, strengthen new industrial development, foster future 

industry, urgently constructing advance manufacture through 

proposing modern industrial systems. [3] We must strengthen 

corporation technical innovation entity position and build 

innovative platforms, recruit and foster high quality human 

resource, accelerate technological achievement transformation and 

industrial modernization. Additionally progressing firmly big scale 

devices upgrade and consumption with transacting old by new, 

strengthen policies instruction, improve policies systems, excite 

adequately all respects of positive̖ initiative, better contribute to 

economic transformation and upgrade. Totally control 

development and security, strengthen fuel, chemical, mine, sea etc. 

every business field potential accidence with searching and tidying.

Conclusions 

The high quality development of new high end technology for 

strategic plan would be proposed and continued to develop 

constantly in university and R &D department of firm. Through 

government making policies to guarantee and monitor its course 

could be finished collaboratively and correlatively with firms. With 

regard to strengthening the educated talents they should be 

expertise ability under college department speciality who is able to 

complete that task for a certain degree in R & D department. The 

primary task met in regional economic development should be 

planned with strategic diagram and applied to a series of different 

departments. Cooperative and initiative capability and aptitude 

would be demanded in high quality new productivity developing 

course where the technologically innovative achievement 

transformation and industrial modernization would be attained. A 

investor has pursued transaction and attained 63,70 yuan of profit 

with 5,700 shares under 14 yuan price for [XinYa electronic] 

according to report on WeChat of Internet, April 15th, 2024. 
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